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Abstract

Munchausen syndrome by proxy (MSbP) is known by many names and is considered 
the deadliest form of child abuse. Although the condition was named in 1976 and there 
is now a substantial body of scientific literature about this type of abuse, to date, patient‐
centered approaches to early identification, intervention, and prevention have been 
absent from this literature. The purpose of this chapter is to recommend patient‐centered 
approaches to identifying MSbP in the clinical setting to facilitate prevention and early 
intervention. It also recommends patient‐centered practices that can be implemented to 
reduce the MSbP‐related morbidity and mortality contributed by the healthcare system. 
The evolving nomenclature and definition of MSbP abuse has been an obstacle to achiev‐
ing scientific consensus on the topic. Yet, the body of scientific literature on the subject 
is large. This literature is reviewed to enumerate the healthcare system's contribution to 
MSbP abuse. The Haddon matrix, a public health framework, is applied to MSbP abuse 
in order to guide the development of recommendations of patient‐centered approaches 
that should be implemented to reduce the healthcare system's contribution to the mor‐
bidity and mortality that MSbP victims face.

Keywords: Munchausen syndrome by proxy, public health practice, delivery of health 
care, child abuse, malpractice

1. Introduction

Munchausen syndrome by proxy (MSbP) is known by many names and is considered the 

deadliest form of child abuse. Although the condition was named in 1976 and there is now 

a substantial body of scientific literature about this type of abuse, to date, patient‐centered 
approaches to early identification, intervention, and prevention have been absent from this 
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literature. In the discussion of this condition, there has been a particular lack of emphasis on 
the role of the healthcare system in this abuse.

This chapter summarizes the research on MSbP and recommends patient‐centered approaches 
to identifying MSbP in the clinical setting to facilitate prevention and early intervention. It 
also recommends patient‐centered practices that can be implemented to reduce the MSbP‐
related morbidity and mortality contributed by the healthcare system. The first section of 
this chapter explains the evolving nomenclature and definition of MSbP abuse. The second 
section reviews the scientific literature to enumerate the healthcare system's contribution to 
MSbP abuse. Finally, this chapter applies a public health framework to MSbP abuse in order 
to recommend patient‐centered approaches that should be implemented to reduce the health‐
care system's contribution to the morbidity and mortality that MSbP victims face.

2. Understanding the nature of MSbP

This section reviews the history of thought on the condition this chapter will refer to as MSbP, 
which is recognized as the deadliest form of child abuse [1], although it is acknowledged 
that other names have been used. First, this section covers initial identification of the condi‐
tion and early attempts to name and define it. Next, this section discusses the evolution of 
diagnostic criteria for MSbP. Third, the challenges to studying MSbP victims are covered, 
and after that, challenges to developing a public health perspective on MSbP are outlined. 
Finally, a novel patient‐centered perspective on MSbP abuse is proposed to facilitate early 
identification, early effective intervention, and the possibility of prevention of MSbP abuse in 
the healthcare system.

2.1. The evolution of names of MSbP

Currently, there is no agreed‐upon definition of MSbP, though MSbP is believed to be the 
cause of most deaths initially attributed to sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), which has 
now been debunked as an actual disease entity1 [1, 4–7]. Though the condition was originally 
named MSbP in 1976 by British pediatrician Roy Meadow [8], the condition had previously 
been defined in the literature under other disease entities, such as “non‐accidental poisoning” 
[9] or “maltreatment syndrome” [10].

Clinicians and researchers struggled to separate this condition from other conditions, because 
the main symptoms identified at the time were (1) a guardian of a child (generally the mother) 
fabricating or inducing illness in a child to obtain unneeded medical care for the child and (2) 

abnormal personality characteristics in the perpetrating guardian [8]. The fact that at least two 

people were involved in this syndrome, the perpetrator and the child victim, made it difficult 
to define. Child advocates used names that focused on the child abuse aspect of the condition 

1Although currently, for whatever reason, scientific writers and public health advocates do not appear to acknowledge 
that SIDS is not an entity and is instead a likely case of MSbP, as evidenced by Refs. [2] and [3].
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[11, 12], while psychologists were more interested in establishing and naming a mental health 
diagnosis for the perpetrator [13–15].

This early division in approach to this syndrome creates confusion in the scientific literature 
to this day. Although the literature has coalesced around the term MSbP, other terms are still 
used, confounding efforts to assemble a historical scientific picture of the evolution of under‐
standing this condition. Terms used in history as well as today for this syndrome include 

Polle syndrome [16, 17], terms that include the word “factitious” such as “factitious disorder 
by proxy” [18–21], “illness induction” [22, 23], and more recently, “medical child abuse” [24, 
25]. Scientific writers struggled to find the right term to use [26–30] and also with “who” was 
being diagnosed with the disorder – the child victim, the perpetrator, the duo together, or the 
entire family [31, 32].

2.2. Diagnostic criteria for MSbP

Attempts to establish diagnostic criteria have been fraught with dissention. In 1995, Meadow 
proposed the following criteria, all of which would have to be met to assign a positive diag‐
nosis: (1) Illness in a child which is fabricated by a parent, or someone who is in loco parentis 

(acting in the role of a parent of a child), (2) the child is presented for medical assessment and 
care, usually persistently, often resulting in multiple medical procedures, (3) the perpetrator 
denies the etiology of the child’s illness, and (4) acute symptoms and signs of illness cease 
when the child is separated from the perpetrator [33]. The third item has been a focus of psy‐
chologists interested in studying the perpetrator, as it has been noted that perpetrators caught 
on video surveillance engaging in MSbP behaviors may continue to deny their involvement 
[34]. The fourth item has been hotly debated, as victims who have been severely injured by 
MSbP abuse may not have their acute symptoms and signs of illness cease because real dam‐
age has been done as the result of the abuse [35].

In 2003, Rosenberg proposed the following diagnostic criteria for MSbP, of which all must be 
met in order to assign a positive diagnosis: (1) Child has been repeatedly presented for medi‐
cal care, (2) test/event is positive for tampering with child, or with child's medical situation, 
(3) positivity of test/event is not credibly the result of test error or misinterpretation, nor of 
miscommunication or of specimen handling, (4) no explanation for the positive test/event 
other than illness falsification is medically possible, and (5) no findings credibly exclude ill‐
ness falsification [36]. Unlike Meadow's criteria, these focus on confirming that the perpetra‐
tor is manipulating the medical system to provide a false diagnosis in the victim, but does not 
acknowledge any other aspects of MSbP.

Notably, neither sets of criteria are directed at clearly diagnosing an individual or a family. 
Instead, the focus lies on diagnosing a situation. Hence, attempts to develop diagnostic criteria 
that might appear in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) system or the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM) have been challenging, because it is not 
clear “who” or “what” is carrying the resulting diagnosis. The current status is that the DSM‐V 
includes diagnostic criteria for “factitious disorder imposed on another,” the following of which 
all must be met for a positive diagnosis: (1) making up physical or psychological signs or symp‐
toms or causing injury or disease in another person with the intention to deceive, (2) presenting 
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another person to others as sick, injured, or having problems functioning, (3) continuing with 
the deception, even without receiving any visible benefit or reward, and (4) behavior is not bet‐
ter explained by another mental disorder [37]. Clearly, the aim is diagnosing the perpetrator of 
MSbP. However, the DSM does not define diagnostic criteria for victims of MSbP.

2.3. Challenges to studying MSbP victims

In the evolution of understanding this condition, the focus has been mainly on the perpetra‐
tors, and not the victims, even though the victims experience a high death rate, and many 
believe the perpetrators are untreatable [18, 38]. The study of child victims has been hampered 
by the general inability of systems designed to protect children from abuse, such as the medical 
system and child‐protective systems, to successfully intervene to protect the victims [39–41].

In many identified cases of MSbP where unequivocal evidence of abuse exists, victims could 
not be successfully separated from perpetrators, and follow‐up on the victims was not pos‐
sible. For various reasons, including the fact that when cases were identified, the victims were 
found to already have dead siblings [42], it is believed that many identified victims went on to 
die or experience severe disability. Without follow‐up, little is known about the actual mortal‐
ity rate of victims, although case series studies of MSbP infant deaths originally misclassified 
as SIDS suggest that the mortality rate is high [1, 43–45]

Only one study exists of adult victims, an unscientific report of a case series of 10 surviv‐
ing adults [46]. Although these adult victims “identified themselves as victims of childhood 
MSbP [and] volunteered to participate in research after learning of the author’s work in this 
area through television or newspaper coverage,” the author wrote about these patients with 
antipathy and incredulity: “Even before considering the question of how representative a 
sample this is, we are faced with the inevitable question of whether these subjects’ stories are 
credible” [46]. Thus, this deeply flawed article represents the entirety of what is known about 
adult survivors of childhood MSbP.

2.4. Challenges to developing a patient‐centered perspective on MSbP

The evolution of knowledge about MSbP in the scientific literature has been fractured for sev‐
eral reasons. First, inconsistent use of naming has challenged those who want to review all the 
literature on this topic, causing them to miss some literature because of this diversity of terms 
[47]. Next, a focus on understanding the perpetrator and perhaps treating him or her has 
intrigued psychologists, but has not produced any evidence‐based course of action leading to 
a cure for these people [48]. This focus distracts from developing a public health approach to 
early identification and intervention, or even prevention, of this deadly child abuse.

This distraction includes perseverating over whether video surveillance of the perpetrator 
(resulting in the recording of MSbP abuse) is ethical or legal [49–52], as many cases reported 
in the literature could not have been identified using video surveillance due to the nature of 
the abuse. As one of many examples, Brink and Thackeray report on a 11‐month‐old infant 
repeatedly presenting to the emergency department (ED) after a foster mother consistently 
reported symptoms of a seizure disorder that could not be confirmed in a clinical setting [53]. 
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Because much MSbP abuse cannot be recorded in a medical facility, such extended philo‐
sophical debate can be seen as a distraction from formulating practical public health recom‐
mendations aimed at early identification and prevention of MSbP.

2.5. Current lack of a patient‐centered perspective on MSbP

Perhaps the most prominent obstacle to developing a patient‐centered perspective on early 
intervention or prevention of MSbP has to do with the nature of the literature itself. It has 
only been tentatively acknowledged in the medical literature that while the perpetrator 
manipulates the medical system, it is actually the medical system's actions that ultimately 
are responsible for the injury and death experienced by MSbP victims [54–56]. Hence, 
the medical system is not held accountable for its contribution to MSbP morbidity and 

mortality.

While individual clinicians have sought to try to approach MSbP from a more public health‐ 
and patient‐centered perspective [24, 25, 57, 58], their attempts are thwarted by the lack of a 
patient‐centered perspective in the actual case reports and case series reports that are pub‐
lished in the scientific literature that provide the evidence base that informs them. Most case 
reports, from the history of reporting on this condition to the present time, focus on horrific 
medical details of the abuse, rather than the medical system's contribution to it [59–62]. For 
example, a 2015 report found that a mother was inserting real stones in her male child's ure‐
thra to try to convince clinicians that he had kidney stones; this child was returned to his 
family and no follow‐up was done to see if the child was eventually killed [63]. It is common 
to see in these case reports that children are returned to the home of the perpetrator, even 
though there is no curative treatment for MSbP behavior, and the likelihood of the child's 
death is high [39]. Without follow‐up, the actual mortality rate from MSbP abuse cannot be 
ascertained, and most case reports not only do not present follow‐up information, but clearly 

do not even attempt it [39, 59–63].

This chapter represents a unique contribution to the MSbP literature in that it recommends a 
patient‐centered perspective in the development of public health policy aimed at early iden‐
tification and intervention, and possibly even prevention, of MSbP abuse. It provides practi‐
cal, patient‐centered recommendations that can be implemented as federal, state, and local 
healthcare policy with the focus of protecting the MSbP victim patient from the morbidity and 
mortality introduced by the medical system as part of MSbP.

3. The contributions of the healthcare system to MSbP morbidity and 

mortality

In order to develop a patient‐centered perspective on prevention of and intervention on MSbP, 
it is important to first delineate how the healthcare system contributes to MSbP morbidity and 
mortality. This section reviews the literature that reports on case studies and case series of 
MSbP identified in a clinical setting and identifies in these cases what actions the healthcare 
system took that may have contributed to morbidity and mortality in MSbP victims.
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This section starts by describing the healthcare system's contribution to MSbP abuse from a 
system perspective, not from an individual perspective. Next, this section reviews the evi‐
dence that certain providers within the healthcare system may actually carry a current diag‐
nosis of “factitious disorder imposed on another,” and discusses how the healthcare system 

may contribute to MSbP from an individual perspective.

3.1. How healthcare contributes to MSbP morbidity and mortality: system perspective

There are two principle ways in which the healthcare system contributes to morbidity and 

mortality in MSbP victims: (1) failure to take an action that is indicated by circumstances and 
(2) taking an action that would not be indicated had MSbP been identified. These contribu‐
tions to MSbP morbidity and mortality can take place at various stages of treatment, including 
initial presentation, while attempting diagnosis, during treatment, and after MSbP is identi‐
fied. This section describes failures of the healthcare system in early MSbP identification and 
intervention.

3.1.1. Not identifying MSbP at initial presentation

The primary contribution of the health‐care system to MSbP at initial presentation is in 
failure to take an action indicated by circumstances. These include not properly inves‐
tigating two main indications: indications of “doctor shopping” or multiple suspicious 
prior hospitalizations, and indications of MSbP symptoms in guardian gleaned from clini‐
cal interviews.

3.1.1.1. “Doctor shopping” and suspicious prior hospitalizations

Many MSbP cases present to clinical care with evidence of “doctor shopping” or multiple sus‐
picious prior hospitalizations [62, 64–68]. Vadysinghe and Dayaratne describe a case in which 
“a three‐year‐old boy who has had repeated episodes of gross hematuria since the age of 
seven months” where no etiology could be found [68]. It was not until the child was age 3 that 
MSbP was even considered as a cause [68]. Green et al. describe diagnosing insulin poisoning 
in “an 8‐week‐old male infant with a history of multiple ED visits” without considering the 
multiple visits as possible indicators of child abuse [65].

Narang et al. report on a family of three children presenting at multiple hospitals over 
years with lesions on their faces of unknown etiology until the mother was identified as 
the MSbP perpetrator, burning their faces with a toilet cleaner [66]. In hindsight, the clini‐
cians regret they did not consider MSbP earlier and list several sources of delay in diagno‐
sis, including affirmative bias (“nobody suspects a parent would harm their child because 
the perpetrators appear as devoted parents”), the physician's pursuit of diagnosing a rare 
disease, unneeded medical interventions complicating the picture, and that children often 
are co‐opted into the abuse dynamic and do not speak up [66]. Some of this delay in MSbP 
diagnosis could have been prevented if “doctor shopping” and multiple suspicious prior 
hospitalizations had been seen as potential indicators of MSbP behavior earlier in the course 
of diagnosis and treatment.
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3.1.1.2. Failing to recognize MSbP symptoms in perpetrating guardian

Another healthcare system contribution to MSbP abuse at initial presentation is through failure 

to recognize MSbP symptoms in the perpetrating guardian from clinical interviews [42, 69]. In 
one case, clinicians failed to consider MSbP in a mother even after she lodged multiple fabricated 
accusations that neighbors and others were raping her son [69], though lodging false allegations 
of sexual abuse was identified as a potential indicator of MSbP behavior as early as 1996 [70].

At initial presentation, if the guardian becomes upset when diagnostic procedures are not 
initiated, this is also a potential indicator of MSbP behavior, which was missed in the case 
of the family of children whose faces were burned by a toilet cleaner [66]. Another potential 

indicator of MSbP behavior is multiple dead children in the family at initial presentation 
[42, 65, 71]. In a child victim of MSbP where the abuse was identified, the missed diagnosis 
of poisoning with sodium hydroxide, a household cleaner, led to the prior death of the 
child's sibling [72]. Another red flag apparent at initial presentation is the guardian speak‐
ing on behalf of the child in an inappropriate way. Dorothy Black described her interview 
with a woman suffering from Munchausen syndrome when “it was found that her three 
children were affected by proxy,” and this was identified from a careful and thorough clini‐
cal interview [73].

There are many potential indicators of MSbP behavior at initial presentation revealed in case 
studies. Clinicians knew about these indicators, but did not realize their relationship to MSbP 
and therefore did not consider this etiology until much later in the course of diagnosis and 

treatment of the fabricated or induced illness. Lack of investigation into prior suspicious hos‐
pitalizations or multiple changes in care providers, and inability to recognize MSbP symp‐
toms at initial presentation result in the healthcare system prolonging or completely missing 

that this type of child abuse is taking place, thus contributing substantially to the morbidity 
and mortality in MSbP victims.

3.1.2. Not identifying MSbP during the diagnostic stage

If MSbP abuse is not identified at initial presentation by the healthcare system, the patient 
can move to the next step, which is undergoing diagnostics by the healthcare system for the 
fabricated or induced illness. At this step, actual harm can be done by the healthcare system 
by subjecting the victims to unneeded invasive diagnostic procedures.

Although the healthcare system actively induces morbidity and mortality at the diagnostic 
step if victims are subjected to unnecessary diagnostic investigations and treatments, a more 
common healthcare system contribution to MSbP abuse at the diagnostic stage is failure to 

take indicated actions. One such action is ascertaining if the perpetrator (and even child vic‐
tim) is lying; a second is by taking steps to observe specimen collection so it can be deter‐
mined if specimens are being contaminated by the perpetrator. A third indicated action is to 

consider MSbP as a diagnosis and rule it out before proceeding, and a fourth indicated action 
is to take immediate action to protect the victim if MSbP is suspected. These contributions of 
the healthcare system to MSbP abuse will be further described here.
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3.1.2.1. Initiation of invasive diagnostic procedures prompted by perpetrator's reports only

At the diagnostic step, the healthcare system can cause injury and illness by the initiation of 
invasive diagnostic procedures prompted only by perpetrator's report of symptoms with no 
clinical evidence of symptoms [62, 64, 68]. In a report about two teenage sisters who “pre‐
sented with 2 years of gross hematuria and new onset heavy proteinuria,” extensive diagnos‐
tic investigations are reported [62]. After finally considering MSbP, the clinicians found that 
the diagnoses of hematuria and proteinuria was due to the guardian's contamination of urine 
specimen and that “the children in our report are cases of child abuse in a medical setting 
(CAMS) due to exogenous added blood from unknown sources” [62].

The authors fail to recognize that their lack of identification of CAMS led to 2 years of trauma 
these sisters suffered at the hands of the healthcare system by subjecting them to extensive 
diagnostics on the basis of laboratory tests only. Had MSbP been considered early in the 

course of these diagnostics and the perpetrator identified, these sisters would have been pro‐
tected from 2 years of this medical trauma.

3.1.2.2. Failing to ascertain if the perpetrator is lying

As the diagnostic stage, as at the initial presentation stage, the healthcare system more com‐
monly contributes to MSbP abuse by not taking indicated actions. Ascertaining if the perpe‐
trator is lying is possible at the diagnostic stage, since the healthcare system has more access 
to the perpetrator than at initial presentation. If the perpetrator is able to make it past the 
initial presentation into the diagnostic step, clinicians are afforded a chance to interview and 
observe the suspected guardian at length.

Unfortunately, action is often not taken due to lack of belief that perpetrators may be lying, 
or that a child may be co‐opted into the fabrication [64, 74]. In a case where a mother was 
chronically poisoning her child with ipecac, producing a confusing clinical picture, clinicians 
simply believed her when “she denied any knowledge of environmental factors that could 
have caused these symptoms and denied any possibility of a toxic ingestion” [75]. Their fail‐
ure to suspect the perpetrator led to a “hospital course … marked by complex clinical find‐
ings requiring several interventions” without any consideration of an MSbP diagnosis [75]. 
As with the article on fabricated gross hematuria in two sisters [62], the authors failed to 
recognize their contribution to the child's trauma at the hands of the medical system due to 
the inaction of members of the system.

Shapiro and Nguyen point out that clinicians must consider that not only the perpetrator 
but also the child victim may be lying, as he or she may have been co‐opted into the abuse 
dynamic [74]. These authors describe a teenage boy who “was medically knowledgeable and 
could recount with great detail his supposed multiple medical conditions and symptoms” 
while continuing to endorse “symptoms of his reported medical illnesses of which there were 
no objective signs” [74].

This phenomenon is understandable, considering that the perpetrator is usually the mother 
and has cultivated a mother‐child relationship without boundaries and where the child has 
been coached and offered positive reinforcement of their relationship only from cooperating 
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with the abuse. This phenomenon was demonstrated in the young adult child of a mother 

engaging in MSbP abuse [76]. When clinicians “found a syringe containing cloudy fluid with 
an uncapped needle underneath [the patient] in her bed,” it was soon determined that this 
needle must have come from the mother, because the hospital did not use that type of needle 
[76]. When this was discussed in front of the patient and the mother, the mother insisted the 
syringe was the patient's, and the patient never spoke at all [76]. The patient was discharged 
and 2 weeks later died of sepsis secondary to being injected with a fluid contaminated with 
what was believed to be “ear wax” [76]. In this case, the healthcare system contributed directly 
to the victim's death by not considering that the adult child and her mother were lying.

3.1.2.3. Failure to directly observe specimen collection

Several cases point to contamination of specimens at the diagnostic stage as reasons that cli‐
nicians proceed to the treatment stage, falsely believing the evidence indicated a legitimate 
diagnosis. In the case of the 3‐year‐old boy treated for repeated episodes of gross hematuria 
since he was 7 months old, clinicians finally began to suspect the mother as a perpetrator 
after they found that “urine which was collected under supervision showed no gross hema‐
turia, while the urine which was collected by the mother was red in color” [68]. Likewise, in 
the teenage sisters who were treated for 2 years for hematuria and proteinuria, “collect[ing] 
clean‐catch urine under direct staff supervision was refused” by the perpetrator, thus delay‐
ing the diagnosis of MSbP [62]. Analysis resulted in the findings that the urine contained 
“body fluids or tissue from more than one individual,” finally prompting clinicians to con‐
clude that the perpetrator had been tampering with the specimens [62].

Repeated contradictory laboratory findings, which are also contradicted by clinical signs and 
symptoms, should encourage clinicians to rule out MSbP abuse. This can be done by observ‐
ing the specimen collection. Refusal of the guardian to allow observed specimen collection is 
itself an indication of MSbP. By not being aware of this information, clinicians may not take 
action to rule out MSbP and thus induce the healthcare system to contribute to the morbidity 

and mortality of MSbP victims.

3.1.2.4. Failing to consider MSbP as a differential diagnosis when indicated

A third way the healthcare system can fail to act during the diagnostic stage is by simply 

failing to consider a differential diagnosis of MSbP as a possible cause for confusing, poorly 
established, or contradictory evidence of a diagnosis [67]. As Criddle describes in her over‐
view of MSbP, the old healthcare maxim, “When you hear hoofbeats, think horses, not zebras” 
suggests that the first step in clarifying a confusing diagnostic picture in children should not 
be the consideration of a rare disease, but rather the consideration that some of the diagnostic 
information has been manipulated [77].

This lack of consideration of MSbP is seen in the healthcare system's hot pursuit of rare 
medical diagnoses at the diagnostic stage, which technically should be put off until an 
MSbP diagnosis is ruled out. In fact, a clinician named Steinschneider in 1972 failed to 
consider murder as a possible cause of serial deaths in multiple children in a family due to 

suffocation by an MSbP mother, while Steinschneider pursued explanation of their deaths 
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by some other etiology [78]. Steinschneider eventually published a paper advocating that 
the children died of a mysterious “sudden infant death syndrome,” thus establishing SIDS 
as a possible diagnosis [78], which later led to many MSbP perpetrators escaping prosecu‐
tion after murdering their children [1, 43, 79], as well as a 1996 retraction of Steinschneider's 
original article [7].

As data‐driven example, the prevalence rate of MSbP has been estimated in a few countries. 
McClure and colleagues estimated that “the combined annual incidence of these conditions 
in children aged under 16 years is at least 0.5 per 100,000 and for children aged under 1, at 
least 2.81 per 100,000” in the United Kingdom (UK) [71]. Denny et al. reported “the incidence 
rate for MSBP in children aged less than 16 years was 2.0 per 100,000 children” in New 
Zealand [80].

Compare this to the consideration of a diagnosis of Rabson‐Mendenhall syndrome, which 
was described in one case study of MSbP abuse [67]. The NORD Guide to Rare Disorders 
indicates that Rabson‐Mendenhall syndrome is a result of an inherited autosomal‐recessive 
trait and says the prevalence of this syndrome is “believed to be approximately 1 in 1 million” 
[81]. Another case study of MSbP abuse described considering a diagnosis of Gaucher disease 
[82]. The NORD Guide to Rare Disorders does not estimate the incidence of this disease, only 
to point out that the highest prevalence is in Ashkenazic Jews (one in 800 births) and that 
there were only 7500 Gaucher disease patients in the US as of the book's writing [81]. Another 
report describes considering cicatricial pemphigoid as the diagnosis in what turned out to be 

MSbP abuse where the perpetrator was giving a child oral sodium hydroxide, a household 
cleaning product [72]. The NORD guide does report a higher prevalence of this condition at 
one in 12,000 to one in 20,000, but notes that “the disease most often occurs in patients 60 years 
of age or older,” not children [81].

Although rates of MSbP in only the UK and New Zealand have been reported, it is generally 
believed that rates are higher, mainly due to the suspected undercounting of cases when the 
identification of known cases reveals that there are existing dead siblings in the family [71]. 
The youngest children are at a highest risk [71], so ruling out MSbP early should be an action 
taken by the healthcare system prior to investigations into rarer diseases.

The healthcare system can also miss overt presentations of MSbP that go unnoticed by 
clinicians simply because of their lack of knowledge of the condition. For example, poi‐
sonings are common presentations of MSbP. A review of 87 case studies reporting MSbP 
poisonings reveals a time trend associated with the mechanism used in poisoning (see 
Figure 1).

As can be seen from the figure, prior to 1984, the mechanism of poisoning in MSbP was more 
likely to be tranquilizers and antidepressants, while between 1985 and 1999, emetics, chiefly 
ipecac, was a mechanism used commonly in MSbP poisonings. Ipecac was originally recom‐
mended by poison control centers as an approach to controlling accidental poisonings in chil‐
dren; other approaches were more strongly recommended as of 2004 and the availability of 
ipecac declined such that this trend in MSbP poisoning became less prevalent [147]. Starting 
in 2000, insulin became a more common mechanism behind MSbP poisoning.
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This lack of knowledge about common MSbP presentations, such as poisonings, is an impor‐
tant way that healthcare systems contribute to MSbP abuse at the diagnostic stage [42, 60, 
65, 135]. Failure of clinicians to recognize salt [135] and insulin poisoning [42, 60, 65], as well 
as perpetrator‐induced septicemia or polymicrobial bacteremia [82, 148], can lead victims to 
experience more MSbP‐abuse‐related morbidity and mortality as they suffer from the abuse 
by the perpetrator, while advancing to later stages of treatment for a fictitious or induced 
condition, thus suffering abuse from the healthcare system itself.

3.1.2.5. Failure to act upon suspicion of MSbP abuse

A fourth way the healthcare system contributes to MSbP abuse is its failure to act immedi‐
ately upon suspicion of MSbP abuse [60, 149]. In their case study of a child who was repeat‐
edly insulin‐poisoned, Loo and Yap appear to not realize that the ingestion of insulin was 
not accidental [60]. In the Kathy Bush case, detailed later in this chapter, most clinicians 
felt that the mother involved was an MSbP perpetrator, and there was much evidence of 
MSbP abuse, including confirmed tampering with specimens [150]. Even so, the healthcare 
system colluded with the mother to perpetrate 8 years of severe MSbP abuse of Mrs. Bush's 
daughter [150].

With amazing insight, Yalndağ‐Öztürk and colleagues explain in their article that “failure 
to properly diagnose MSbP can lead to further abuse by the caregiver and increase the risk 
of complications due to long hospital stays and invasive tests. In this paper, we describe our 
experiences with a baby who ended up being diagnosed with MSbP, including our initial 
failure to find a pathology, delay of MSbP diagnosis, our growing suspicion of MSbP despite 

Figure 1. Distribution of mechanisms of MSbP poisonings in peer‐reviewed case studies, 1965–2015. Case study Refs.: [9, 
12, 20, 21, 31, 41, 42, 46, 47, 60, 65, 67, 72, 75, 83–146]. Please note that some of these articles present multiple case reports, 
and the figure reflects counts of case reports, not articles. “Other” includes lye, pepper, rat poison, frusemide (diuretic), 
arsenic, caffeine, antihistamines, clonidine (blood pressure medication), opioids, lead, mercury, and tetrahydrozoline 
(eye drops).
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technical setbacks, our actions after we confirmed MSbP as the cause of his hospitalizations” 
[149]. This demonstrates that even if a clinician is trained in common MSbP presentations, 
yet he or she fails to act upon suspicion of an MSbP case immediately at the diagnostic stage, 
there can be prolonged MSbP abuse of the victim, with additional contribution of the health‐
care system to this abuse by prolonging diagnosis and treatment of a fictitious or induced 
condition in the victim.

3.1.3. Not identifying MSbP abuse during the treatment stage

A particularly damaging way the healthcare system contributes to MSbP abuse at the treat‐
ment stage is by initiating treatment or procedures despite confusing, poorly established, 
or contradictory evidence of a diagnosis. However, the healthcare system also can con‐
tribute to MSbP abuse at the treatment stage by simply failing to consider MSbP when 

the treatments do not work, and by failing to recognize hostility in the victim's guardian 
when stopping medical treatment, two indications that MSbP abuse should be ruled out 
immediately.

3.1.3.1. Initiating treatment for a poorly established diagnosis

The healthcare system can contribute heavily to the MSbP abuse suffered by victims by the 
provision of treatment or initiation of procedures in the face of confusing, poorly established, or 
contradictory evidence of a diagnosis [143, 151]. Perhaps the most famous case of the healthcare 

system contributing heavily to the abuse of an MSbP victim was that of Kathy Bush. Mrs. Bush, 
who was convicted by a jury in Florida of child abuse, was found to have over the course of 8 
years “repeatedly, directly, or through physicians attempting to diagnose and treat non‐existent 
conditions, caused her [daughter] grave bodily harm (e.g., some 40 operations)” [150].

While Mrs. Bush was convicted, no one in the healthcare system involved in any of these 
40 operations was held accountable for the healthcare system's failure to protect the child. 
Although MSbP abuse was suspected since the child was 3 years of age, it was not stopped 
until 8 years later [150], directly implicating the healthcare system with failure to protect the 
child from these unneeded treatments.

In his article on the case, Schreier points out that 21 of the 22 nurses treating the child felt that 
her mother was an MSbP perpetrator, the mother was found to have been contaminating speci‐
mens, and the mother became so hostile as to actually file a lawsuit against the hospital when 
they sent material to a laboratory for investigation into potential MSbP abuse without her per‐
mission or a doctor's order [150]. The child had been subjected to multiple feeding tubes, and as 
part of the court trial, the gastroenterologist at the center treating the child admitted that “there 
had never been any need for these surgically implanted feeding tubes” [150].

Even under these conditions of grave medical malpractice, resulting in serious harm to the 

child, no one in the healthcare system was held accountable. In his article, Schreier does not 
address this point and seems to blame the perpetrator entirely for the abuse that was ulti‐
mately delivered repeatedly to the victim by the healthcare system, despite many actors in the 
system knowing that these treatments were constituting abuse.
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This fact is startling to reflect upon when considering the multiple licensure procedures, regu‐
lations, and accreditations healthcare facilities must undergo in the US, coupled with the high 
levels of sophistication in the medical system participants in the abuse, compared to the rela‐
tive unsophistication of an MSbP perpetrator. At one point, the perpetrator even appealed 
for financial help, citing a lack of resources to continue to pay for treatments [150]. Ironically, 
many children with real chronic diseases go without necessary treatment in the US due to lack 
of funds; however, in the case of Kathy Bush, the healthcare system continued to contribute 
enthusiastically to the child's abuse, even when resources were running out [150].

Providing treatment for fabricated or induced illnesses might be the single most damaging 
action the healthcare system can take in contributing to MSbP abuse. For this reason, MSbP 
abuse that is not caught before the treatment stage can lead to a high level of participation by 
the healthcare system in the abuse MSbP victims experience at the treatment stage.

3.1.3.2. Failure to consider MSbP when treatments do not work

If MSbP abuse is not detected at initial presentation or the diagnostic stage and therefore pro‐
ceeds to the treatment stage, MSbP needs to be considered when treatments do not work [42, 
65, 66, 151]. In a case by Wagner and Bowers, a child with ongoing tachycardia was treated 
with no resolution, but during this treatment, MSbP was not considered as a potential cause 
[75]. During the treatment of several children in a family who were being insulin‐poisoned by 
their mother, no clinicians suspected that the treatment was not working due to sabotage by 
the mother, thus resulting in multiple child deaths [42].

Diagnoses of falsified or induced illnesses are typically confusing and tentative, and this situ‐
ation coupled with the repeated delivery of failed treatments should strongly suggest a need 
to rule out MSbP. It is particularly important for the healthcare system to step up and take 
accountability at the treatment stage, when most of the damage is done by the healthcare 
system to MSbP victims.

3.1.3.3. Failure to recognize hostility in guardian when stopping medical treatment

Because MSbP victims at the treatment stage are being treated for falsified or induced illness, 
it is at this stage that it may become apparent that the treatments are not indicated and should 

be removed. At that point, if the guardian becomes hostile, it is a clear indication that MSbP 
should be investigated. In a case of a mother inducing thigh abscesses in her daughter, “when 
discharge was discussed, the mother became hostile and started to blame medical personnel 
for her daughter's condition” [151]. In a case where a father and uncle were confronted after 
being found to be inducing emesis through poisoning of a child using betadine, the two “dis‐
played anger and disbelief and insisted that their son should be immediately discharged and 

refused to contact the social services” [64]. In two other cases, parents refused to approve an 
autopsy after their baby died [42, 72].

These are clear indicators during the treatment stage that MSbP is a likely cause of the illness 

for which the child is being treated. When the healthcare system does not recognize these 
clear signs of MSbP perpetration, it becomes an accomplice MSbP perpetrator itself.
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3.1.4. Contribution of the healthcare system to MSbP abuse after identification

MSbP abuse can be identified at the initial presentation stage, the diagnostic stage, and the 
treatment stage. Regardless of when the abuse is identified, the healthcare system has the 
responsibility of protecting the identified victim or victims and ensuring that follow‐up 
occurs to mitigate their physical and psychological morbidity.

While the most likely contribution by the healthcare system to inducing mortality and morbidity 
in MSbP victims is unnecessary treatment, the most serious is lack of follow‐up and treatment 
after MSbP is identified. This inaction can be characterized as not ensuring the victim's ongoing 
protection and not providing treatment for the physical and psychological comorbidity associ‐
ated with the abuse suffered by the victim at the hands of the healthcare system. In fact, the 
healthcare system may take action to reunite the victim with the perpetrator, thus increasing the 
victim's risk. Actors within the healthcare system may also take steps to cover up its role in the 
abuse. Abuse at the hands of the healthcare system is the responsibility of the healthcare system.

3.1.4.1. Lack of ensuring victim protection

The Kathy Bush case illustrates a particularly stark example of lack of the healthcare system's 
accountability in accepting responsibility for protecting the identified victim once MSbP evi‐
dence was established, including lack of protection and follow‐up with the victim, but there 
are many other examples of this failure of the healthcare system in the literature [63, 65, 68, 
69, 150–154]. While many reports talk about separating the child from the perpetrator, such 
as having the child live with his or her father when the mother is found to be the perpetrator, 
safety is not insured because the perpetrator may still have access to victim [63, 64, 151, 154, 
155]. In an article that contends that the “system worked”, saying, “both [abused] children 
were removed out‐of‐state to their father’s family” [155] away from the maternal abuser, the 
article fails to admit that this action does not actually ensure the ongoing safety of the victims. 
Having the abuser processed through the judicial system for child endangerment on the basis 
of the evidence gathered by the healthcare system will likely result in the removal of the 
abuser from society at large and only then will the victims actually be safe.

Because MSbP abuse is essentially attempted murder, there should be little difficulty in having 
the perpetrator detained by law enforcement once hard evidence of abuse is available. This 
evidence is only available through the healthcare system, which is the weapon being used in 
the attempted murder. Therefore, this evidence should be supplied to law enforcement so that 
charges of attempted murder can be brought against the perpetrator. A modern case where 
MSbP behavior by the mother, Lacey Spears, resulted in the death of her son, Garnett, was 
described this way: “To this day it’s not clear how Lacey Spears, 27, convinced an Alabama 
surgeon to insert a gastric feeding tube into her son’s stomach before he was a year old, after 
doctors at another hospital refused, saying it wasn’t needed. What is now clear is this: Spears 
used the plastic tube as a murder weapon [156].” The “astonishing 23 trips to the hospital by 
Garnett’s first birthday” should have tipped off the healthcare system [156]. Had healthcare 
played a role in supplying evidence to law enforcement, rather than avoiding the perpetrator 
or being coerced into participating in the crime, Garnett's life may have been saved. Because 
many MSbP perpetrators have multiple victims, an easy case can be made for the danger of 
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the perpetrator to society, and detention or constant observation of the perpetrator is required 
to maintain the safety of the identified victim or victims, should they still be alive.

Many authors of case studies complain of the difficulty of working with child‐protective 
services and other agencies to ensure the victim's safety. Kathryn Artingstall provides use‐
ful guidance in her book, “Practical Aspects of Munchausen by Proxy and Munchausen 
Syndrome Investigation” [157]. Much of the challenge lies in gathering the evidence of abuse; 
once this is available, charging the abuser with attempted murder is much less difficult [157].

3.1.4.2. Lack of ensuring rehabilitative care

Victims of MSbP abuse, like other victims of torture, require extensive rehabilitative treatment 
after being removed from the abuse situation. A discussion of the healthcare system's respon‐
sibility in providing this treatment once MSbP abuse is identified is almost completely absent 
from the scientific literature [63, 65, 68, 69, 152–154]. One article reports that “the patient was 
discharged after being scheduled for control visits at related departments,” which is unclear 
and suggests that follow‐up rehabilitative treatment was not ensured [153]. In another case, 
where an MSbP perpetrator was orally administering household cleaner causing lesions on 

the victim, the article only discusses that the lesions that appearing as a result of the poisoning 
resolved, but makes no mention of treatment for victimization [72].

The healthcare system's lack in providing appropriate rehabilitative care to identified MSbP 
victims is somewhat astonishing. Once chronic ipecac poisoning was identified in a case study 
of MSbP abuse, the authors concluded, “This child [victim] was from a neighboring state, mak‐
ing the jurisdiction for both criminal and social service involvement complicated. After much 
discussion between both states, the patient was transferred to a tertiary care center in his home 
state for resolution of criminal and social work issues and determination of appropriate dis‐
charge placement” [75]. In the article that contended the “system worked,” the healthcare sys‐
tem did not ensure that the children removed from the home were treated for child abuse [155].

This lack of rehabilitative services is particularly counterintuitive, since the healthcare system 
is designed to provide these services. On the other hand, the healthcare system is not designed 
to provide health care for fabricated or induced illness. Yet, the healthcare system participates 
at high levels in delivering the abuse, then seems to “wash its hands” of the victims as soon 
as the abuse is identified. Instead of delivering needed care to the victims of MSbP abuse to 
aid in healing the abuse, it only participates in delivering unneeded care in the form of abuse.

3.2. How health care contributes to MSbP morbidity and mortality: individual perspective

The previous section discussed how the healthcare system contributes to morbidity and mor‐
tality in MSbP victims. Unfortunately, individual healthcare providers themselves can be 
direct MSbP abusers. A few examples where providers were confirmed to be MSbP perpetra‐
tors exist in the literature, and these will be reviewed. Next, cases in the lay press that appear 
to be examples of MSbP provider perpetrators who have not been specifically investigated 
for MSbP abuse will be examined. Finally, how the troubled teen industry (TTI) serves as an 
attractive setting for MSbP perpetrators will be discussed.
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3.2.1. Confirmed MSbP perpetrators who were healthcare providers

In one article, an MSbP perpetrator is described as a nurse who administered benzodiaz‐
epines, morphine, and other drugs to infants [86]. When the infants became intoxicated, she 
sought help for the babies and comforted the family in the face of the situation's uncertainty 
[86]. Eventually, the nurse was convicted and served time in jail [86].

In another case study of a provider who was an MSbP perpetrator, a nursing student, “Judy”, 
was found to be poisoning an infant with laxatives and preventing discharge of her child vic‐
tims. “Ironically, although Judy was charged with child abuse, she continued in the second 
year of the nursing program. Faculty were unaware of the charge and Judy knew that they 
would not be informed under privacy legislation” [144], so in this case, the healthcare system 
did not protect its patients from a known perpetrator on their staff.

3.2.2. Unconfirmed MSbP perpetrators who were healthcare providers

Other cases of providers abusing patients have been identified, but have not been determined 
to be MSbP due to lack of investigation into the potential MSbP aspects of the abuse. In the 
book, “The Good Nurse: A True Story of Medicine, Madness, and Murder,” author Charles 
Graeber describes a true story about how nurse Charles Cullen may have killed up to 400 
intensive care unit (ICU) patients by injecting them with high levels of digoxin, a heart medi‐
cation [158]. No motive was identified for these murders, and MSbP as a motive was not 
investigated [158]. Cullen’s killing went unchecked because when the deaths were suspected 

to be murders by one hospital, its administrators would quietly prompt Cullen to resign, 
saying they would provide a letter of recommendation for his employment at a subsequent 
hospital if he resigned, in an effort to avoid a lawsuit against the hospital [158]. Eventually, 
Cullen confessed to some of the murders, and was convicted [158].

Another recent case of a healthcare provider potentially being an MSbP perpetrator is in the 
case of Justina Pelletier, a teenager from Connecticut who was being treated in Massachusetts 
for mitochondrial disorder, a rare and poorly understood condition [159]. When she was 
being transferred from one Boston hospital to Boston Children's for care based on a referral, 
she was virtually kidnapped by Boston Children's healthcare providers and locked in the 
psychiatric unit, where they withdrew her medications, thus causing her health to deteriorate 
[159]. Further, child‐protective services were called to investigate the parents, who showed 
no signs or symptoms of being MSbP abusers [159]. However, involving child‐protective ser‐
vices for false accusations of abuse is itself a symptom of MSbP perpetration [160]. These 
actions were indications that the individual orchestrating this abuse was indeed a provider at 
Children's Hospital.

The provider behind the actions at Boston Children's that kept Pelletier wrongly imprisoned 
for 18 months, according to her family, was identified as Dr. Alice Newton in a lawsuit filed by 
the Pelletier family in 2016 [161]. Dr. Newton had already been profiled in the Boston Globe, 
which noted that, “In the past few years, [Newton's] medical judgment has been openly ques‐
tioned in three high‐profile cases, two of which involved shaken‐baby abuse charges that 
were later dropped” [162].
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Eerie parallels can be drawn between the case of Dr. Newton and the career arc of Dr. Meadow, 
the British pediatrician who originally named MSbP in 1976, as described in the first section 
of this chapter. Dr. Meadow later went on to be accused of falsely convicting innocent parents 
of being MSbP abusers. In the particularly high‐profile case of Sally Clark, Meadow had her 
jailed for MSbP when her infant died; she was later released when it was determined that the 
child actually succumbed to meningitis [163]. Clark died shortly after being released from jail, 
having never recovered from the dual trauma of losing her baby and being falsely convicted 
of MSbP abuse at the hands of Meadow [163].

As explained by clinician James LeFanu in a letter to the Lancet, “Meadow's contention that 
two or more unexplained deaths in the same family is murder until proved otherwise (com‐
monly known as ‘Meadow’s Rule’) was based on his own experience, not rigorous statistics, 
and this is part of what led to the successful conviction of many innocent parents and guard‐
ians who he falsely accused of MSbP abuse” [164]. LeFanu explained how it happened this 
way: “Thus, the façade of expertise on the potentially sinister cause of recurrent infant death 
that Meadow presented to the court proves on close examination to be built on insecure foun‐
dations, although regrettably juries, for a time, found it sufficiently persuasive to cause them 
to compound the unimaginable suffering of bereaved mothers with a life sentence” [164].

Meadow, though knighted for his supposed contribution to the protection of MSbP‐abused chil‐
dren, was scolded in a letter from the President of the Royal Statistical Society for making up 
statistics that greatly overstated the likelihood that MSbP was responsible for child deaths in sev‐
eral cases [165]. In addition to the Clark case, four other cases that Meadow provided expert wit‐
ness in convicting were overturned [163]. Sally Clark's father eventually brought Meadow to the 
General Medical Council where he was found guilty of “serious professional misconduct” [166].

3.2.3. The troubled teen industry

In his book, “Institutionalized Persuasion,” Marcus Chatfield reviews how unregulated health‐
care settings in the troubled teen industry (TTI), such as S.A.F.E. and S.T.R.A.I.G.H.T., may actu‐
ally serve as magnets for MSbP provider abusers, the way daycare settings are an attraction for 
pedophiles [167]. These facilities essentially convince parents to give up their teenage children 
into an institutionalized setting under the guise of substance‐abuse treatment, only to subject 
them to MSbP‐like abuse by providing unstudied “treatments” that are akin to brainwashing 
and prisoner‐of‐war torture [167]. Though these healthcare settings have been cited for causing 
serious injury and death in the children who participate, there is no federal regulation against 
their existence, so even when a facility is found to be guilty of criminal behavior and is closed, 
other ones quickly open [167]. The mere existence of the TTI is evidence that MSbP provider 
perpetrators exist and can easily play into the hands of MSbP guardian perpetrators who are 

seeking providers to deliver unneeded care for fabricated or induced illnesses.

The mere existence of TTI pushes the question: What qualifies as a “healthcare setting”? An 
ED seems to be a healthcare setting, but an ED that refuses to treat pain is essentially a tor‐
ture chamber, as it is not upholding its ethical duty to relieve pain and suffering [168]. The 
realization that physicians in World War II acted as torturers under the guise of “medical 
research” led to our modern day ethical boards to protect human subjects in research. This 
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suggests that simply having people we call “healthcare practitioners” acting in something 
we casually call a “healthcare setting” does not necessarily qualify it as a healthcare setting. 
In the case of TTI, “healthcare” is not being delivered. No evidence‐based treatment for a 
particular condition is being administered by qualified practitioners.

This situation suggests that more regulation is needed on what is legally defined as a health‐
care setting, and this would be necessary on the federal level to prevent TTI and other 
pseudo‐healthcare settings from “state‐shopping.” This regulation is not only to prevent 
pseudo‐healthcare setting such as the TTI from being maintained but also to prevent drift of 
traditional healthcare settings, such as an ED, into the area of disqualification due to lack of 
ethical conduct, by, for example, not adequately treating pain.

4. A patient‐centered approach to preventing MSbP in the healthcare 

system

This section applies the Haddon matrix framework to develop recommendations on how to 
prevent or mitigate the healthcare system's contribution to MSbP abuse from both a func‐
tional perspective on the healthcare system as well as individuals employed in the health‐
care system. The Haddon matrix was invented by William Haddon, Jr., and was originally 
intended as a framework “applying basic principles of public health to the problem of traf‐
fic safety” [169]. Per Haddon's original 1980 work, “A logical system for preventing injury 
and death in motor vehicle crashes is based on the sequence of events (pre‐crash, crash, and 
post‐crash) and types of factors involved (human, vehicle and equipment, physical environ‐
ment and roadway, and socioeconomic environment)” [170]. He felt that creating a table, or 
a matrix, with the sequence of events along the rows and the types of factors in the columns, 
and then filling in the cells at the intersections, would represent a reasonable and systematic 
approach to weigh the various prevention and intervention options, and to evaluate the indi‐
vidual effectiveness of each proposed option [170].

Since its inception, it has been used as a framework for considering approaches to injury pre‐
vention in public health and has been used specifically for considering prevention of childhood 
injuries [171, 172]. In her 1998 paper, Carol Runyan provides examples of applying the Haddon 
matrix to prevent childhood injury [169]; the application of the Haddon matrix to the preven‐
tion and early intervention of MSbP abuse in the healthcare system will be delineated here.

The Haddon matrix encourages consideration of actions that can be taken pre‐event, or before 
the healthcare system participates in MSbP abuse, during the event of the healthcare system 
participating in MSbP abuse, and post‐event, after MSbP abuse is identified in the healthcare 
system. It considers the host, which is the healthcare system, the agent, which are unnecessary 
medical procedures, the physical environment, which is the healthcare setting, and the social 
environment, which are healthcare‐related norms, policies, and rules.

As described in Table 1, much can be achieved through policymaking at both the federal and 
local levels. Federal regulation of the TTI can prevent MSbP abuse by providers in that setting, 
while state regulation can hold healthcare facilities accountable for having established protocols 
for intervening on identified MSbP cases as well as holding healthcare providers accountable for 
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proceeding through these protocols when indicated, thus ensuring victim safety after abuse is 
identified. State regulations can also hold healthcare facilities accountable for providing neces‐
sary follow‐up treatment for victims. State regulation that holds healthcare facilities accountable 

Timing Host – Healthcare System Agent/Vehicle – 

Unnecessary Medical 

Procedures

Physical Environment 

– Clinical or Hospital 

Setting

Social Environment – 

Healthcare Norms, 

Policies and Rules

Pre‐event – before 
healthcare system 

involvement in 
MSbP abuse

Regularly training 

pediatric providers 
to identify signs and 

symptoms of MSbP 

perpetration

Before proceeding with 

diagnostic procedures, 
investigating when 
patient has had 

prior suspicious 

hospitalizations, or has 
presented at multiple 

facilities with the same 

complaint

Training clinicians to 

recognize hostility in 

guardians in reaction 

to not proceeding with 

diagnostics as a sign of 

potential MSbP abuse

Prevention of invasive 
diagnostics based 

only on reports 

and not clinical 

observation
Taking steps 

to confirm that 
guardians reporting 

signs and symptoms 

are not lying

Ruling out MSbP 

abuse when indicated 

at initial presentation 

before proceeding 

with diagnostics, 
especially for a rare 

disease

Directly observing 
specimen collection

Requiring immediate 
intervention by 
health‐care providers 
on the suspicion of 

MSbP abuse

Screening of 

healthcare 

professionals for 

MSbP behavior prior 
to employment

Providing 
protocol to follow 

when healthcare 

professionals identify 

non‐provider MSbP 
abuse perpetrator

Providing 
protocol to follow 

when healthcare 

professionals identify 

provider MSbP abuse 
perpetrator

Enacting federal 
regulation of the 

Troubled Teen 

Industry (TTI)

Event – during 
healthcare system 

involvement in 
MSbP abuse

Ruling out MSbP early in 

the course of diagnosis 

or treatment as soon as 

signs or symptoms of 

MSbP are perceived

Not initiating invasive 
treatments before a 

legitimate diagnosis 

has been confirmed 
and MSbP has been 

ruled out

When treatments 
are found not to 

work, immediately 
removing them and 
working to rule out 

MSbP abuse

Requiring immediate 
intervention by 
healthcare providers 
on the suspicion of 

MSbP abuse

Recognizing the 

hostility of guardians 

to discontinuation of 

treatment as a sign of 

potential MSbP abuse

Providing support 
to intervening 
providers working 
through MSbP 

abuse identification 
protocols

Immediately 
removing and 
convicting providers 
found to be engaging 

in MSbP abuse of 

their patients

Post‐event – after 
identifying MSbP 

abuse in the heath‐
care system

Holding the healthcare 

system accountable for 

ensuring ongoing safety 

of identified victims
Holding healthcare 

system accountable for 

providing comprehensive 
rehabilitative treatment 
to victims

Prevention of 
“doctor shopping” 
or the use of another 

component of the 

healthcare system 

by MSbP abuser for 

perpetration

Prevention of 
provider MSbP 
abusers from working 

in a healthcare setting

After MSbP cases 

are identified, 
determining and 

implementing features 

to improve the 
healthcare setting so 
as to prevent further 
cases

Using past experience 
to improve the early 
detection of MSbP 

cases

Holding healthcare 

professionals 

accountable for 

not intervening on 
known MSbP abuse

Holding healthcare 

professionals 

accountable 

for knowingly 

participating in MSbP 

abuse

This table shows the results of Haddon's matrix applied to the issue of MSbP in the healthcare system.

Table 1. Haddon matrix applied to the problem of the healthcare system's contribution to MSbP.
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for deliberately participating in MSbP abuse, either by not intervening when it is identified or by 
hiring providers who are MSbP perpetrators, will encourage healthcare settings to develop poli‐
cies to screen out providers who are MSbP perpetrators, and to promote the immediate identifi‐
cation and early intervention on suspected MSbP cases. Healthcare settings can also create policy 
to indicate when directly observed specimen collection is needed.

Also shown in Table 1 is that much can be achieved in the detection and early intervention of 
MSbP abuse through provider education. Clinicians, especially those who deal regularly with 
children such as pediatricians, can be fully educated on all the signs and symptoms of MSbP 
abuse, both when perpetrated by a guardian and when perpetrated by another healthcare 
provider. Regularly refreshing clinician knowledge of MSbP with updated information can 
go a long way toward helping clinicians identify immediately when MSbP abuse needs to be 

ruled out before diagnostic and treatment activities proceed.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, although MSbP abuse results in severe morbidity and mortality in its victims, 
much can be done at the federal, state, and local levels to facilitate prevention and early 
intervention by focusing on the healthcare system's contribution to the abuse. This chapter 
first described the evolution of thought and understanding about MSbP abuse, and why the 
current literature lacks recommendations on patient‐centered approaches to addressing this 
condition. The second section of this chapter reviewed how the healthare system contributes 
to MSbP abuse from both a system and individual perspective, and the third section of this 
chapter uses the Haddon matrix to present a patient‐centered, public health framework to 
guide prevention and early intervention of MSbP abuse in the healthcare setting.

The authors hope that the presentation of information in this format will facilitate a greater 

understanding of the healthcare system's contribution to MSbP abuse, as well as promote 
holding the healthcare system accountable for its role in the abuse. We hope that the devel‐
opment of a public health, patient‐centered framework for mitigating or possibly eliminat‐
ing the MSbP abuse contributed by the healthcare system will lead to the healthcare system 

taking greater responsibility for its role in the abuse, and to leaders taking to take a greater 

responsibility for holding the healthcare system accountable.
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